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Saturday, July 25, 2015
WELCOME
9:00 a.m. Sproul Room
9:00 a.m.

Welcome

9:15 a.m.

Hartmann W. K. *
Terminal Cataclysm Epistemology: A Cataclysm that Never Happened? [#6001]
The "terminal cataclysm" or "late heavy bombardment," concept of the last 40 years exhibits curious
epistemology, with changing definitions and inconsistent evidence. A sharp "spike" in solar system
basin formation at 3.9 Ga ago is untenable.
RADIOMETRIC CLOCKS: WHAT THEY TELL US AND WHAT THEY DON'T: I
9:35 a.m. Sproul Room

9:35 a.m.

Lindsay F. N. * Delaney J. S. Turrin B. D. Herzog G. F. Park J. Swisher C. C. III
The Importance of Sample Material for 40Ar/39Ar Dating [#6006]
Glass and brecciated rocks are unreliable materials for dating impact events using Ar isotope
systematics. Such dates need reevaluation by dating single feldspar grains and small sized unbrecciated
mafic materials.

9:55 a.m.

Jaret S. J. * Cai Y. Hemming S. R. Rasbury E. T. Winslow F. D.
Thompson L. M. Glotch T. D.
Argon Ages of Solid-State Maskelynite: What do the Ages Mean [#6010]
Argon ages of Manicouagan maskelynite yield ages inconsistent with both target and impact age.

10:15 a.m.

Corrigan C. M. * Lunning N. G. Friedrich J. M. McCoy T. J.
An H Chondrite Clast in an LL Chondrite: Impact Melt or Incipient Partial Melt? [#6005]
Examination of a melt clast in an LL ordinary chondrite breccia indicates that, while having affinities
to H chondrites, may not simply be an impact melt.

10:35 a.m.

Coffee Break

10:50 a.m.

Mercer C. M. * Hodges K. V. Jolliff B. L. van Soest M. C. Wartho J.-A. Weirich J. R.
Spatially Resolved, Correlated Variations in Apparent 40Ar/39Ar Ages and Ca/K Ratios in Apollo 17
Impact Melt Breccia 77135 [#6018]
Although the Apollo 17 impact melt breccia 77135 has experienced partial Ar loss, we found that the
high spatial-resolution afforded by the laser microprobe 40Ar/39Ar method allowed us to avoid
materials that preferentially experienced Ar loss.

11:10 a.m.

Bouvier A. * Wadhwa M. Korotev R. L. Hartmann W. K.
Pb-Pb Chronometry of Lunar Impact Melt Breccias and Comparison with Other
Radiochronometric Records [#6016]
We investigated Apollo 16 and lunar meteorite impact melt and fragmental breccias to compare the
impact records in different chemical groups of the central highlands as well as random sites sampled in
feldspathic meteorite breccias.

11:30 a.m.

Snape J. F. * Thiessen F. Nemchin A. A. Bellucci J. J. Whitehouse M. J.
The Impact History of the Moon: Implications of New High-Resolution U-Pb Analyses of Apollo
Impact Breccias [#6014]
We present new U-Pb ages for a range Apollo impact breccias and discuss the implications of these for
the impact history of the Moon, particularly with regard to models of the ~3.9 Ga lunar cataclysm.

11:50 a.m.

Norman M. D. *
Petrologic Evaluation of Pre-Cataclysm Impacts on the Moon [#6021]
While we now have definitive evidence for basin-forming impacts on the Moon prior to 3.9 Ga, the
sample-based record of older events at 4.2–4.3 Ga seems to reflect predominantly smaller craters or
relatively shallow depths of emplacement.

12:10 p.m.

DISCUSSION

12:30 p.m.

Lunch
RADIOMETRIC CLOCKS: WHAT THEY TELL US AND WHAT THEY DON'T: II
2:00 p.m. Sproul Room

2:00 p.m.

Cassata W. S. * Borg L. E. [INVITED]
New Constraints on the Timing of Basin-Forming Impact Events from Excavated
Crustal Rocks [#6011]
We present results of 40Ar/39Ar age dating on deep crustal plutonic rocks (Apollo 15, 16, and 17)
excavated by large basin-forming impacts.

2:30 p.m.

Cohen B. A. *
Searching for Nectaris Basin Impact Melt Rocks [#6009]
Because Nectaris basin is a key stratigraphic marker for lunar bombardment, we are conducting an
effort to identify Nectaris basin impact-melt rocks, to model their emplacement, and to examine sites
where Nectaris impact melt is abundant.

2:50 p.m.

Nyquist L. E. * [INVITED]
Some Less-Well-Known Lunar Ar-Ar Ages and Implications [#6019]
Lunar Ar-Ar ages extend from ~4.4 Ga ago to ~3.5 Ga ago. “Large” impacts continued to the latter
date. The lunar cataclysm is less pronounced among the lunar meteorite data.

3:20 p.m.

Warren P. H. *
Early Lunar Cratering and a Reality Check on Efforts to Directly Age-Date Magma
Ocean Crystallization [#6022]
Ancient lunar isochrons generally represent not igneous crystallization but cooling to closure.
The true upward uncertainty in any very ancient lunar igneous crystallization age is never less than
about 50 Ma.

3:40 p.m.

Fernandes V. A. Fritz J. * Werner S. C.
The Heavy Bombardment Eon of the Earth-Moon System [#6015]
Early or Late Heavy Bombardment are endmember views of lunar impact >chronology. Intermediate
scenarios appear as a venue to consensus. We suggest the purely descriptive term Heavy Bombardment
Eon (HBE) for the >interlude of intense bombardment.

4:00 p.m.

DISCUSSION

Sunday, July 26, 2015
SHOCK EFFECTS IN PLANETARY MATERIALS AND
CONSTRAINTS ON P-T-T SHOCK CONDITIONS
9:00 a.m. Sproul Room
9:00 a.m.

Timms N. E. * Reddy S. M. Cavosie A. J. Nemchin A. A.
Grange M. L. Erickson T. M. [INVITED]
Record of the Early Impact History of the Earth Moon System: Targeted Geochronology of
Shocked Zircon [#6020]
Early impact history of the earth-Moon system can be investigated via analysis of shocked zircon.
Unequivocally shock-related features combined with recrystallisation microstructures in zircon are
ideal to target to yield U-Pb impact ages.

9:30 a.m.

Fritz J. * Fernandes V. A.
On Experimentally and Naturally Produced Shock Effects in Rock Forming Minerals [#6017]
We review the shock pressure and temperature conditions in naturally and experimentally shocked
rocks together with some basics of shock physics.

9:50 a.m.

Bowling T. J. * Johnson B. C. Melosh H. J.
Dwell Time at High Pressure of Fragments Ejected from Impacts on Asteroids [#6013]
We use high resolution numerical impact models to investigate the amount of time target material
spends at high pressures and temperatures during the ejection process.

10:10 a.m.

DISCUSSION
DYNAMICAL MODELS
10:30 a.m. Sproul Room

10:30 a.m.

Asphaug E. * [INVITED]
The Inconstant Vector of Planetary Growth [#6012]
Detailed attention to pairwise accretion shows late stage planet formation to be a messy and drawn out
process. We cannot separate 'accretion' from 'disruption': due to hit and run they were happening in
tandem, enhancing the diversity of remnants.

11:00 a.m.

Bottke W. F. *
The History of Early Bombardment as told by the Shock Degassing Ages of
Asteroidal Meteorites [#6004]
Most shock degassing ages come from high velocity impacts (V > 10 km/s) on main belt asteroids.
This means the projectiles were planet-crossing bodies. Using models, we probe the origin of the reset
age clusters found near 4.5 Ga and 3.5–4.1 Ga.

11:20 a.m.

DISCUSSION

12:30 p.m.

Adjourn
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THE INCONSTANT VECTOR OF PLANETARY GROWTH
E. Asphaug, School of Earth and Space Exploration (SESE),
Arizona State University (ASU), Tempe AZ, easphaug@asu.edu
Introduction: Venus and Earth comprise 92% of the mass of
the terrestrial planets, and we have sampled only one. The
remaining 8% is sampled extensively: meteorites from hundreds
of parent bodies including the Moon, Mars, asteroids and their
progenitors. From ‘primitive bodies’ whatever those are, we try
to make sense of planet formation – how long it took, and how it
proceeded. But there is a powerful bias behind this population.
Inefficient accretion: Pairwise merger M1+M2→MF is
unsuccessful when it brings too much angular momentum into
place for one final planet (or planet-satellite) to sustain. During
the first few Ma of planetesimal meltdown, inefficient accretion
might have led to chondrule formation [1]. For velocity
dispersion vrand comparable to the escape velocity vesc of the
dominant members of a population, about half of pairwise
collisions are mergers or partial mergers [2, 3]. The rest are hit
and run (HR), e.g. Moon-sized planets flinging themselves
against massive embryos, to be ripped into diverse collections of
~1000 km bodies, some without cores, others metallic [2]. Most
HR remnants are accreted by the dominant planets in a protracted
end game lasting ~200–400 Ma [4] or longer. Differentiated
planetesimals could hide their ‘missing mantle’, complement to
the metallic relics, in the mantles of the growing planets [5].
Lucky pennies: Attrition bias explains why ‘unaccreted’
bodies end up so diverse, including a preponderance of core
materials. To be unaccreted, a planetesimal must survive repeated
HR or else be isolated. Consider Mercury and Mars, N/Nfinal~20.
If collisions are random, then ln(N/Nfinal)~3 is about equal to <h>,
the spread in the number HRs experienced by final unaccreted
bodies [5]. Attrition thus corresponds to diversity.
Final remnants. An individual HR is usually followed by
another collision, and another, until accretion results. Merger is a
messy and disorderly process that might stock the solar system
with cascades of late-bombaring remnants [e.g. 6]. We tend to
conceive of planet formation as a stream carrying an increasing
bedload, that grows from tributaries into major planets. But to
process vast quantities of material (high attrition) an equilibrium
will exist where discharge balances aggradation – the topology of
an interbraided river. Whatever its specific pathway, a dominant
planet accumulates HR relics indiscriminately; diversity gets
mixed back in. But for ‘unaccreted’ planets – Mercury, Mars and
the Moon; the large relics in the Main Belt – hit and run becomes
statistically dominant (higher <h>). The ‘late veneer’ would have
featured planetary bodies at least as diverse as Mercury and the
Moon, with correspondingly diverse HSE and volatile signatures.
Summary. Differentiation by material type, followed by
dynamical segregation (HR) based on density, can separate core,
mantle, crustal and hydrospheric components. It can strand major
bodies with remarkably different bulk composition in dynamical
proximity. There may be examples in our Solar System. Earthmass planets that accreted alongside super-Earths might include
water planets and iron planets, as different from each other as
Ceres, Vesta and Psyche are in the Main Belt.
References: [1] Asphaug, Jutzi & Movshovitz (2011), EPSL
308, 369-379. [2] Asphaug, Agnor & Williams (2006), Nature
439, 155-160. [3] Stewart & Leinhardt 2012, Ap. J. 751, 32-49.
[4] Chambers (2013), Icarus 224, 43–56. [5] Asphaug & Reufer
(2014), Nature Geosci. 7, 564–568. [6] Minton, Jackson,
Asphaug & Fassett (2015), AAS/DDA Meeting 46, Abstract 103.
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THE HISTORY OF EARLY BOMBARDMENT AS TOLD BY THE SHOCK DEGASSING AGES OF
ASTEROIDAL METEORITES. W.F. Bottke1. 1Southwest Research Institute and NASA’s SSERVI-ISET team,
Boulder, CO, USA (bottke@boulder.swri.edu)
Motivation. A unique record of early solar system
bombardment is recorded on the surfaces of, and samples from, main belt asteroids, the oldest objects in the
solar system. A key problem, however, is interpreting
this record; asteroids frequently hit other asteroids, and
one would expect this steady impact flux to completely
dominate any “short-lived” signal produced by projectiles striking from elsewhere. Curiously, this is not
reflected in the meteorite data.
In the largest and oldest sets of ancient 39Ar-40Ar
shock degassing ages from ordinary/enstatite chondrites and HED meteorites (derived from rocks that
were heavily shocked, shock-melted, or otherwise
showed some evidence for having been part of a large
collision), we see two prominent age clusters: one between 4.4 to 4.5 Ga and a second between 3.5 to 4.14.2 Ga. Few ages are found between 4.1-4.2 to 4.4 Ga
and 1-3.5 Ga [e.g., 1-3].
Impact Heating. To interpret these data, the nature
of impact heating on asteroids was explored in [2].
They found that the peak temperatures and volumes of
target material heated above a given threshold (e.g., the
closure temperature for Ar loss, causing age reset)
were strongly dependent on impact velocity V. In particular, they estimated that the volume of shocked material raised above a reference temperature of 1000 K
was minimal for impacts at the average main belt impact velocity of ~5 km/s, while it increased by three
orders of magnitude for V > 10 km/s. Thus, most 40Ar39
Ar shock degassing ages, and likely many other impact-related ages found using different chronometers,
had to be produced by high-velocity impactors. These
results readily explain why so little impact melt has
been found among stony meteorites or within wellpreserved craters on Vesta [1, 4].
Dynamical Implications. To reach V > 10 km/s,
projectiles often need sizable inclinations, which are
rare in the current main belt, and/or eccentricities larger than 0.5, which takes them out of the main belt entirely and onto planet-crossing orbits [2]. Such eccentric impactors, however, only have dynamical lifetimes
of a few Myr to a few tens of Myr. This leaves them
little time to strike small targets like main belt asteroids. Accordingly, the planet-crossing populations
making 40Ar-39Ar reset age clusters on main belt bodies
probably had to be substantial (both age clusters)
and/or have a source that was both unstable and longlived (e.g., 3.5 to 4.1-4.2 Ga cluster).
Modeling Work. These conclusions lead to exciting possibilities, namely that shock degassing ages can
be used to probe ancient populations that hit the Moon
and terrestrial planets. Using dynamical models of

populations coupled to the results impact heating simulations, we believe we can now tell reasonable stories
of how both age clusters were produced.
4.4-4.5 Ga reset ages. Initially, we assumed the
most likely bombardment candidates were leftover
planetesimals in the terrestrial planet region. The problem is they decay too quickly to explain a feature in the
data found near 4.5 Ga. We believe it is suggestive of
new source of projectiles introduced into the inner Solar System. We postulated some reset ages were made
by debris from the Moon-forming giant impact, the
biggest/youngest collision to take place there. This
event not only created a disk near Earth that formed
the Moon, but it also ejected several percent of an
Earth mass out of the Earth-Moon system. By modeling the evolution and impact signatures of leftover
planetesimals and giant impact ejecta, and fitting the
results to ancient 40Ar-39Ar reset age signatures in
stony meteorites, we inferred that the Moon formed
~4.47 Ga, in agreement with previous estimates [3].
3.5-4.1 Ga reset ages. If the paucity of ages between 4.1-4.4 Ga represent a relative impact “lull”, the
ages between 3.5-4.1 Ga were likely a byproduct of
late giant planet migration (Nice model) [5]. As planetary resonances moved to new positions, they possibly
destabilized a hypothesized extension of the asteroid
belt between 1.7-2.2 AU, coined the E-belt [6]. This
drove many E-belt asteroids into the quasi-stable Hungaria asteroid region, which in turn produced an extended period of bombardment. If the LHB started near
4.1-4.2 Ga, which we argue is reasonable, our model
can reproduce the 3.5-4.1 Ga reset ages [2].
Interestingly, this model explain other constraints,
including: (i) the formation of Nectarian-era and
younger lunar basins [6], (ii) the relatively young ages
of many large lunar craters [6], (iii) the quantity and
timing of terrestrial impact spherule beds between 1.73.7 Ga [6], (iv) the nature of the LHB on Mercury [7]
and Mars [8], (v) the size of the present-day Hungaria
population [6, 8].
Finally, we note that recent collision modeling of
the E-belt population shows it can also reproduce the
size-frequency distribution of basins and large craters
on the Moon and Mars [7]. This neatly resolves a postulated problem for this scenario [8].
References: [1] Swindle et al. (2013) Geol. Soc. London,
Spec. Pub. 378, 333. [2] Marchi, S., et al. (2013) Nature Geo.
6, 303. [3] Bottke, W.F. et al. (2015) Science 438, 321. [4]
Schenk, P. et al. (2012) Science 336, 694–697. [5] Gomes, R.
et al. (2005) Nature 435,466. [6] Bottke, W.F., et al. (2012)
Nature 485, 78. [7] Marchi, S. et al. (2013) Nature 499, 59.
[8] Minton, D. A., et al. (2015) Icarus 247, 172-190.
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PB-PB CHRONOMETRY OF LUNAR IMPACT MELT
BRECCIAS AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER
RADIOCHRONOMETRIC RECORDS
A. Bouvier1, M. Wadhwa2, R. L. Korotev3, W. K. Hartmann4.
1
University of Western Ontario & Centre for Planetary Science
and Exploration, Canada. E-mail: audrey.bouvier@uwo.ca.
2
Arizona State University, USA. 3Washington University in St
Louis, USA. 4Planetary Science Institute, USA.
Introduction: Lunar impactites (impact melt breccias and
breccias) record the bombardment history of the Moon’s surface.
Recent findings of >4 Ga impact ages in Apollo 16 and 17
breccias [1-4] call into question whether the surface of the Moon
was subjected to a spike in the impact rate (“lunar cataclysm”) at
~3.9 Ga. As an alternative, it is possible that there was a steady
decline in the impact rate, such that the earliest impact melts did
not survive. Application of multiple radiochronometers with
different closure temperatures, such as Ar-Ar, Sm-Nd, Pb-Pb,
and U-Pb in various minerals, can provide better constraints on
the lunar impact history as well as for interpreting radiogenic
isotopic compositions of lunar samples [5].
Study: We investigated Apollo 16 and lunar meteorite
impact melt and fragmental breccias to compare the impact
records in different chemical groups of the central highlands as
well as random sites sampled in feldspathic meteorite breccias.
All of these breccias were either fully recrystallized or contain
abundant impact melt with lithic clasts. We performed Pb-Pb
dating of bulk and mineral fractions of glasses or of recrystallized
impact melts using progressive leaching technniques, U and Pb
extraction, and high-precision MC-ICPMS isotopic analysis
(methods in [6]). We found Pb-Pb ages of ~4.19 Ga for
feldspathic 67016, 3.92-3.93 Ga for KREEP-rich 65015 and
62235 Apollo samples, and 3.57 Ga (Shişr 166), 3.86 Ga for MIL
090034, and 3.96 Ga (NWA 6355) for lunar meteorites.
Discussion: Ar-Ar and Pb-Pb impact ages in lunar meteorites
older than 4 Ga remain scarce [7]. The Pb-Pb ages of the breccias
we analyzed are, in all cases, older by a few to ~700 Ma than
their respective Ar-Ar ages when available [4,8]. Ar-Ar ages may
be susceptible to variable degrees of resetting by subsequent
strong impact shock event(s) after the main episode of impact
melt formation, while Pb-Pb and U-Pb may be less affected by
these. Five distinct shock episodes between 4.3 to 3.3 Ga were
identified in Apollo 17 73217 impact melt breccia from U-Pb in
zircons and in-situ Ar-Ar dating of melt and relict clasts [9, 10].
Questions remain if all ages are separate impact events, or
represent various degrees of resetting or cooling. A petrographic
context also needs to be established prior to interpreting lunar
impact ages in term of basin or crater formation events.
References: [1] Norman M.D. et al. (2010) Geochim.
Cosmichim. Acta: 74, 763. [2] Grange M.L. et al. (2011)
Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta: 75, 2213. [3] Fernandes V.A. et al.
(2013) Meteoritics Planet. Sci.: 48. [4] Norman M.D. and
Nemchin A.A. (2014) Earth Planet. Sci. Lett.: 388, 387. [5] Borg
L.E. et al. (2011) Nature: 477, 70. [6] Bouvier A. et al. (2011)
Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta: 75, 5310. [7] Cohen B.A. (2008)
Workshop on the Early Solar System Impact Bombardment. LPI
#1439: 27. [8] Park J. et al. (2013) 44th LPSC: #1719. [9]
Grange M.L. et al. (2009) Geochim. Cosmichim. Acta: 73, 3093.
[10] Mercer C.M. et al. (2015) Science Advances: 1.
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DWELL TIME AT HIGH PRESSURE OF FRAGMENTS
EJECTED FROM IMPACTS ON ASTEROIDS.
T. J. Bowling1, B. C. Johnson2, and H. J. Melosh. 1Department of
Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, Purdue Univeristy,
tbowling@purdue.edu. 2Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and
Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Introduction: When hypervelocity impacts occur on the
surfaces of large asteroids, some fragments are ejected at
velocities sufficient to escape the system, eventually arriving at
Earth and entering the terrestrial meterorite collection. During the
ejection process, material is subjected to high temperatures and
pressures. The amount of time spent at high pressure, or the
‘dwell time’ τ, can be deduced from the mineralogy of meteoritic
samples [1-2]. These derived dwell times provide a useful means
of estimating the radius of the impactor (R) which ejected a given
meteorite. However, the canonical metric used to relate dwell
time to impactor velocity (v) and size (τ = 2Rv-1) provides an
order of magnitude estimate, but cannot take into account the
complex geometries involved in impact ejection.
Modeling: We use the iSALE shock physics code [5-7] to
directly determine the dwell time experienced by ejected material
during hypervelocity collisions between asteroidal bodies. We
test the dependency of dwell time on factors such as impact
velocity, target composition, and impact angle. Unlike the
canonical relation, which assumes dwell time is constant
throughout the target, we find that dwell time depends strongly
on pre-impact location [Fig. 1].

10 km
2

Canonical
Estimate

1

Dwell Time τ [s]

5 km

0

0 km

-5 km
5 km

10 km

Figure 1: Provenance plot of dwell times above 1 GPa
following the impact between a 5 km radius basaltic asteroid with
a basaltic target at 10 km s-1
References: [1] Sharp, T. G., et al. (2013) LPSC 45, 2820.
[2] Beck, P. et al. (2005) Nature, 435, 1071. [3] Amsden, A. et al.
(1980) LANL Report, LA-8095. [4] Collins, G. S. et al. (2004)
MAPS, 39, 217. [5] Wünnemann, K. et al. (2006) Icarus, 180,
514.
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NEW CONSTRAINTS ON THE TIMING OF BASINFORMING IMPACT EVENTS FROM EXCAVATED
CRUSTAL ROCKS.
W. S. Cassata1 and L. E. Borg1.
1
Nuclear and Chemical Sciences Division, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.
The bombardment history of the Moon has important
implications for our understanding of planetary accretion, solar
system dynamics, and solar system chronology. The earliest
history of lunar cratering is particularly difficult to constrain, as
the lunar surface has been reworked and surface rocks have been
redistributed great distances by large, basin-forming impacts. Our
understanding of this period of basin-forming impacts is based
largely on 40Ar/39Ar dating of impact melt rocks. Over forty years
of research during and following the Apollo missions revealed
that the majority of impact melt rocks in the Apollo collections
formed 3.8 to 4.0 billion years ago. Despite the preponderance of
impact melt rocks having 3.8 to 4.0 Ga ages, several significantly
older samples were identified throughout the Apollo era and
years that followed, and they are being recognized with
increasing frequency today. To better constrain the earliest
cratering history of the Moon, it is important to understand the
geochemistry, petrogenesis, and thermochronology of these older
rocks, and to seek out analogues that may lend insight into their
provenance.
Although they have received less attention than impact melt
rocks and breccias, deep crustal plutonic rocks excavated by large
basin-forming impacts offer an alternative means to date
cratering events, provided that they resided at sufficient depth in
the crust to preclude quantitative retention of radiogenic Ar prior
to exhumation [e.g., 1-3]. We performed 40Ar/39Ar age dating on
Apollo 15, 16, and 17 rocks that ostensibly meet this criterion.
The ages of these rocks are therefore interpreted to reflect the
time at which they were excavated from depths of 20 to 50 km, as
constrained by petrologic observations. We also present
measurements of shallower crustal rocks that yield significantly
younger 40Ar/39Ar ages than those derived from high-temperature
chronometers such as the Sm-Nd, U-Pb, and Rb-Sr systems. For
these samples, the 40Ar/39Ar ages are interpreted to date resetting
due to burial in impact ejecta. We find evidence for at least three
major impact events capable of excavating material from the
deep lunar crust or upper mantle, at 3899 ± 14, 4229 ± 13, and
4310 ± 16 Ma. We will compare these ages with previously
published chronologic data and discuss the resulting implications
for the cratering history of the Moon.
References: [1] Turner et al. (1973), LPSC Proceedings
1889-1914. [2] Turner and Cadogan (1975), LPSC Proceedings
1509-1538. [3] Garrick-Bethell et al. (2009), Science 323, 356359.
Acknowledgements: This work performed under the
auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC5207NA27344. The authors acknowledge financial support from the
NASA Cosmochemistry program (grant NH12AT84I to L.E.B).
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SEARCHING FOR NECTARIS BASIN IMPACT MELT
ROCKS. B. A. Cohen, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville AL 35812 (barbara.a.cohen@nasa.gov).
Introduction: The formation of the Nectaris basin is a key
event defining the stratigraphy of the Moon. Its absolute age,
therefore, is a linchpin for lunar bombardment history. Fernandes
et al. [1] gave a thorough account of different samples thought to
originate in Nectaris, with the upshot being there is little
agreement on what samples represent Nectaris, if any. We are
revisiting the effort to identify Nectaris basin impact-melt rocks
at the Apollo 16 site, to model their emplacement, and to use
these parameters to examine other sites where Nectaris impact
melt is more abundant and/or more recognizable for further
study.
Nectaris melt in Apollo 16 soil? The formation of the
Imbrium basin was undoubtedly the last major modification to
the surface, forming the Cayley plains and possibly also the
Descartes formation [2]. However, as the largest, it would also
have the greatest depth of mixing, dredging up and mixing with
material deposited by all previous impacts. We are using an
updated regolith ejecta and melt model [3-5] to better constrain
the amount of impact-melted material in the ejecta from
successive basins contributing to the Apollo 16 regolith. Our
preliminary results show a significant amount of Nectaris melt
should also be present. However, since each ejecta emplacement
event mixes and dilutes previous material, we are also trying to
understand mixing and dilution with each successive ejecta
blanket. Gechemically, the anorthositic Group 4 samples (low
KREEP) [6] are a logical candidate for Nectaris origin. These
impact-melt breccias have a variety of textures including some
described as “fragment laden,” which may have old ages due to
incomplete outgassing.
Nectaris melt in situ? Although the Nectaris basin itself has
experienced both basaltic infill and impact erosion, its original
morphology is still recognizable. Small plains near inner basin
ring massifs and inter-massif “draped” deposits were identified as
remnants of the Nectaris basin impact melt sheet [7]. We are
revisiting these interesting exposures with other remote-sensing
datasets. Comparisons of the composition of this unit with other
known sample sites help constrain the Nectaris melt characteristic
even further. It is hoped that through these combined approaches,
we will be able to better recognize Nectaris impact melt and
target it for detailed geochronology.
References: [1] Fernandes, V. A., et al. (2013) MAPS, 48,
241-269. [2] Norman, M. D., et al. (2010) GCA, 74, 763-783. [3]
Petro, N. E. and C. M. Pieters (2006) JGR, 111, DOI:
10.1029/2005JE002559. [4] Fassett, C. I., et al. (2012) Journal of
Geophysical Research: Planets, 117, E00H06. [5] Cohen, B. A.
and R. F. Coker (2010) #2475. [6] Korotev, R. L. (1997)
Meteoritics, 32, 447-478. [7] Spudis, P. D. (2013) EPSC2013–
758.
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AN H CHONDRITE CLAST IN AN LL CHONDRITE:
IMPACT MELT OR INCIPIENT PARTIAL MELT?
C. M. Corrigan1, N. G. Lunning2, J. M. Friedrich3, T.J. McCoy1..
1
Smithsonian Institution, NMNH, Washington DC, 20560, USA.
2
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996, USA. 3Fordham
University, New York, NY, USA. E-mail: corriganc@si.edu
Introduction: In the course of studying impact melts in ordinary chondrites (OC) from the U.S. Antarctic Meteorite Collection at the Smithsonian [1-3] we have identified a number of impact melt and other secondary clasts within OC impact breccias.
This is part of an ongoing search for ancient melt clasts to gain
insight into the lunar cataclysm [4-9] and small body scattering in
the early Solar System (thereby causing the late heavy bombardment [10-12]). In this abstract, we examine a clast of apparent
impact origin for which bulk chemical data suggests a more complicated history, perhaps even an indigenous igneous origin.
MET 01004 clast: The ~3 x 4 cm clast exhibits H chondrite
mineral compositions (Fa19 and Fs15), despite its occurrence in an
LL chondrite host. Oxygen isotopic compositions confirm an H
chondrite relationship [13]. It is composed mainly of pyroxene,
olivine and plagioclase, some of which is seen poikilitically enclosing olivine. Very little (<1 vol.%) metal or sulfide is present
(significantly less than the ~3-6% of each typical for LL chondrites [14,15]). The overall texture of the clast is achondritic.
Results from ICPMS data [16, 17] suggest a more complicated history. Depletions of siderophile (~0.02×Havg) and chalcophile (~0.1×Havg) element analyses are consistent with efficient
removal of metal and sulfide. Moderately volatile elements are
depleted (e.g., Cs, Zn and Bi), consistent with a high-temperature
igneous origin. Enrichments of ~1.3×Havg for Mg, K and Na may
be consistent with metal-sulfide removal. However, consistent
modest depletions in Al and REEs, with an overall REE pattern
that is LREE depleted and exhibiting a pronounced Eu anomaly
(~0.5×Havg) suggest some complexity.
One possibility is that plagioclase and/or phosphates were
segregated during impact melting. The metal-sulfide-free Havg
abundances of Ca, Na and K might argue against such a model,
although P appears to be depleted. Alternatively, plagioclase
and/or phosphates might have been partially segregated during
incipient partial melting of the chondritic precursor. These phases
are among the first to melt. However, chondritic partial melting
typically produces residues depleted in sulfides, plagioclase, and
phosphates, but with significant residual metal, contrary to our
observations. This could be another type of silicate clast, such as
that from a IIE iron, thought to come from a parent body similar
to that of the H chondrites [18]. Ongoing work will include modal analyses to examine the distribution and abundance of plagioclase and phosphates, as well as age-dating, in an attempt to distinguish between chondritic impact melts and IIE iron silicates.
References: [1] Corrigan et al. 2012 LPSC 43 #1577 [2] Corrigan &
Lunning 2012 MAPS 47 #5320 [3] Corrigan & Lunning 2013 LPSC 44
#2615 [4] Turner et al. 1973 LPSC 41889 [5] Tera et al. 1974 EPSL 1 19
[6] Kring & Cohen 2001 JGR 107 doi: 10.1029/2001JE001529. [7]
Cohen et al. 2005 MAPS 40 755 [8] Ryder et al. 2002 JGR 107 6-1 [9]
Hartmann 2003 MAPS 38 579 [10] Tsiganis et al. 2005 Nature 435 459
[11] Morbidelli et al. 2005 Nature 435 462 [12] Gomes et al. 2005 Nature
435 466 [13] Corrigan et al. 2015 LPSC 46 #2678 [14] Jarosewich 1990
Mets 2 323 [15] Gomes & Keil 1980 Braz. Stone Mets. UNM, ABQ [16]
Friedrich et al (2003) GCA 67 2467 [17] Wolf et al (2012) Talanta 100
276 [18] Bogard et al. (2000) GCA 64 2133.
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THE HEAVY BOMBARDMENT EON OF THE EARTHMOON SYSTEM
V. A. Fernandes1,2, J. Fritz3, S.C.Werner2. 1Museum für
Naturkunde Berlin, veraafernandes@yahoo.com 2CEED
University of Oslo,3Saalbau Weltraum Projekt.
Introduction: The impact cratering shaped Moon’s landscapes
offer a fossil record of the Near Earth Object populations all the
way back to the formation and cooling of the lunar crust [1-3].
Crater densities of highland and mare surfaces testify a substantially higher impact flux rate during the first ~1.5 Ga compared
to the last 3 Ga of our Solar System. The temporal evolution of
the impact flux (bombardment timeline) is the topic of intense
scientific debate. End-member interpretations are the “Early
Heavy Bombardment” (EHB) assuming an exponentially declining impact rate until it oscillated around a much lower value during the last 3 Ga, and the “Late Heavy Bombardment” (LHB)
referring to a brief “terminal lunar cataclysm” with a sharply rising and falling peak centered around 3.9 Ga ago [1,2].
On current state of concepts: While the EHB may still be considered the least assumptions model consistent with our fuzzy
sample-based knowledge of the bombardment timeline, it lacks a
proper physical (orbital) explanation. In light of the recent
knowledge from lunar, terrestrial and asteroid belt samples, the
classical LHB scenario is no longer attractive [1,2]. In addition, it
appears highly inconsistent with orbital models [4-5]. Intermediate views that consider a complex bombardment timeline with
moments of heavy bombardment appear as a venue to consensus.
Two events able to initiate moments of heavy bombardment are:
1) The giant Moon forming impact created an extremely massive heliocentric debris disk; meaning a new projectile population with high impact probability onto the Earth and the Moon
for the following few hundred million years [6-7].
2) The reorganization of the planetary system architecture as
proposed by the updated “Nice”-model basically explains the
extended tail-end of the heavy bombardment as testified by the
crater density on mare basalts and possibly the Archean spherule layers on Earth [4]. However the level of resolution in dynamical models is not yet equal to data from samples.
Other impactor populations (planetary left overs, comets, debris
discs, asteroid belts) that resulted from single events or dynamical processes leading to additional spikes in the impact flux cannot be excluded. One should be aware that “you don’t know what
you don’t know”. Therefore, additional work on current samples
and/or new samples is required.
Discussion: The terms EHB and LHB are highly loaded with
assumptions. Especially LHB is used for bombardment timelines
of fundamentally different shapes. For example, one LHB version mimics the EHB bombardment timeline for the last 4.1 Ga.
Therefore, we recommend the usage of a new term that is purely
descriptive for the heavy bombardment during the roughly first
1.5 Ga of the inner Solar System. We suggest the term Heavy
Bombardment Eon (HBE) that with increasing sample data confidence can be separated into smaller selenologic units, e.g. Eras
that encompass the already defined lunar periods, epochs… [2].
References: [1] Fernandes V. A. et al. 2013. MaPS 48:241–269.
[2] Fritz J. et al. 2014. PSS 98:254–267. [3] Werner S.C. et al.
2002. Icarus 156:287-290. [4] Werner, S.C. 2014. EPSL 400:54–
65. [5] Morbidelli A. et al. 2012. EPSL 355:144–151. [6]
Schlichting H. et al. 2012. Astroph. J. 8:8. [7] Jackson A.P. and
Wyatt M. 2012. Month. N. R. Astron. Soc. 425:657–679.
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ON EXPERIMENTALLY AND NATURALLY PRODUCED
SHOCK EFFECTS IN ROCK FORMING MINERALS.
J. Fritz1, V. A. Fernandes2, 1Saalbau Weltraum Projekt, joerg.fritz@kino-heppenheim.de; 2Museum für Naturkunde Berlin.
Introduction: Hypervelocity impacts of dust- to kilometer-sized
projectiles (i.e., planetary bodies and human-made probes) are
part of the background processes in space that has left their
marks on every solid object in space. Impacts on asteroids, Mars
and the Moon have been capable to eject rock fragments into
space; some of these ejecta may eventually arrive on Earth and
be recovered as meteorites [1]. Almost all meteorites were subjected to shock events caused by hypervelocity collisions [2], and
their shock pressure and temperature conditions can affect the
geophysical [3], mineralogical [4] and geochemical [5-6] properties. Characterizing the degree of shock metamorphism in planetary materials is essential to interpret isotope measurements related to age determination [5-8], the possibility for life to survive
such conditions [9] and the magnetic properties [3,10].
The thermal disturbance of radiometric ages can be advantageous, as different isotopic systems are more or less susceptible
to shock resetting [6,8,11]. This is of relevant for interpreting the
ancient lunar impact record [11] and the controversy regarding
the ages of shergottites (type of martian basaltic meteorites).
Currently, shergottites are proposed to be either old (>4 Ga)
samples of the Noachian crust and derived from the ~60 km sized
Martian crater “Mojave” [12-15], or young (<600 Ma) late Amazonian lithologies ejected by different impact events from various regions on Mars [1,7,8,16]. The different interpretations have
strong ramifications for the geological record provided by the
only available samples from Mars.
On current controversies: We will 1) review some basic principles of shock metamorphism, 2) compare high pressure experiments with different pressure duration and initial temperature and
3) compare the deduced shock pressure and temperature conditions in shocked meteorites with other properties of the rock that
can be affected such as petrology and the noble gases content.
Conclusion: Shock effects in different rock forming minerals
and their mineral-type chemical composition range include brittle
deformation such as planar deformation features (PDF), undulatory extinction and mosaicism in olivine and pyroxene and ductile deformation such as formation of diaplectic glasses. These
diagnostic features serve as a shock pressure barometer allowing
the calculation of shock temperatures in non-porous igneous
rocks consistent with a variety of independent properties. These
diagnostic shock features should be used for shock classification.
References: [1] Fritz J. et al. 2005. MaPS 40:1393-1411. [2] Rubin A. 2015. Icarus. doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2015.05.010 [3] Weiss
et al. (2000) Science, 290:791-795. [4] Fritz et al. 2011. Int J.
Impact Engin. 38:440–445. [5] Fernandes et al. 2009. MaPS
44:805-821. [6] Schwenzer S.P. et al. 2008. MaPS 43:1841–
1859. [7] Moser D.E. et al. 2013. Nature 499:454–457. [8] Bloch
E. and Ganguly, J. 2014. EPSL 395:173-183. [9] Meyer C. et al.
2011. MaPS 46:701–718. [10] Mang C. et al. 2013. 14, 64-85,
doi:10.1029/2012GC004242. [11] Fernandes et al. 2013. MaPS
48:241–269. [12] Bouvier A et al. 2008. EPSL 266:105-124. [13]
El Goresy A. et al. 2013. GCA 101:233–262. [14] Baziotis I.P. et
al. 2013. Nature Communications. 4:1404. [15] Werner et al.
2014. Science 343:1343-1346. [16] Nyquist L.E. et al. 2001.
Space Sci. Rev. 96:105– 164. [17] Walton E.L. et al. 2014. GCA
140:334-348.
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TERMINAL CATACLYSM EPISTEMOLOGY:
A CATACLYSM THAT NEVER HAPPENED?
William K. Hartmann, Planetary Science Institute, 1700 Fort
Lowell Rd., Suite 106, Tucson AZ 85719 USA.
hartmann@psi.edu
The "terminal cataclysm" or "late heavy bombardment,"
LHB) concept of the last 40 years exhibits curious epistemology,
with changing definitions and inconsistent evidence.
Pre-Apollo evidence indicate an impact rate prior to ~3.5 Ga
ago averaging ≥~150x the post-mare rate [1]. In 1973-4, Tera et
al. [2, 3] introduced the term “terminal cataclysm” (TC) for widespread metamorphism ~3.9 Ga ago --- caused either by the Imbrium impact [3, p.15], or by formation of many basins in < 200
Ma [3, p.18]. In 1990, Ryder [4] reported a strong spike in Apollo impact melt ages at ~3.85-4.0 Ga ago, and Moon-wide TC
bombardment at that time. He asserted what I have called “Ryder’s rule:” lack of earlier impact melts equates with lack of earlier cratering. His work was widely adopted as proof of TC.
Three inconsistencies soon appeared. (1) Starting in 2000,
Cohen et al. [5] found no 3.9 Ga spike in KREEP-poor (nonImbrium?) lunar meteorite impact melt clasts. Still, they "support(ed)…lunar cataclysm," citing Ryder’s principle.) (2) The
Nice model predicted sudden scattering of objects from the outer
to the inner Solar System [6], with a spike plausibly at ~3.9 Ga;
yet asteroidal meteorite impact melt clasts show no sharp spike at
~3.9 Ga. (3) In recent years, reports of pre-4.0 impact melts have
increased among upland breccia clasts, violating Ryder’s rule.
Dynamicists then re-introduced earlier ideas of "sawteeth"
spikes before 4.0, and gradual declines after 3.8, thus “melting
down” the cataclysmic spike into a mere bulge. In 2014 Marchi et
al. [7] modeled a declining impact flux, 4.4 to 3.5 Ga, with no
spike or bulge at 3.9 Ga. At the 2015 Houston conference on Early Bombardment, several speakers excluded a 3.9 impact-spike
“TC.” Others supported the asteroidal bulge as showing “LHB”
though only the decline after 3.9 is visible in lunar data. The 3.9
“TC” appears to be collapsing; we should be concerned that it is
still being utilized in models for the formation of life on Earth.
A high, rather than low, pre-4.0 flux [1] can explain the data
[8, 9]. In this quantitative model, 3.9-4.0 Ga marks the transition
to probable survival of early impact melts. Pre-4.1 lunar impact
melt lenses in the upper kilometers were pulverized into dust and
upland megaregolith breccia clasts, recently being dated. Most
asteroidal impact melts from >4.1 were ejected into heliocentric
orbits from violent collisions, and removed by YORP forces --others were buried during reassembly after catastrophic fragmentations. Deep-seated 4.4-era igneous “genesis” rocks, however,
are constantly replaced as ejecta from 102-km lunar and asteroidal
craters, and by recent asteroidal fragmentation events.
References. [1] Hartmann W.K. 1966. Icarus 5: 406-418.
[2] Tera F. et al. 1973. LPSC absts. p. 723. [3] Tera F. et al.
1974. EPSL 22: 1-21. [4] Ryder G. 1990. EOS 71: 313. [5] Cohen B., et al. 2000. Science 290: 1754-1756. [6] Gomes, R., et al
(2005) Nature, 435: 466-469. [7] Marchi S. et al. 2014. Nature
511: 578–582. [8] Hartmann, W. K. 1975. Icarus, 24: 181-187.
[9] Hartmann 2003. Meteoritics and Planet. Sci. 38, 579-593.
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ARGON AGES OF SOLID-STATE MASKELYNITE:
WHAT DO THE AGES MEAN?
S. J. Jaret1,2 Y. Cai2, S. R. Hemming2, E. T. Rasbury1, F. D.
Winslow1, L. M. Thompson3, and T. D. Glotch1 1Department of
Geosciences, Stony Brook University 2Division of Geochemistry,
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory 3Planetary and Space Science
Centre, University of New Brunswick.
Steven.jaret@stonybrook.edu.
Introduction: Impact cratering is an important planetary process, particularly during the earliest history of the Solar System.
The timing of impact events can best be constrained by ages of
impact melt rocks [1]. Unfortunately, pristine impact melt rocks
are often unpreserved or lacking and many extraterrestrial samples only contain shocked, unmelted minerals. These shocked
samples have had a violent and energetic formation history, and
therefore it has been suggested that shocked samples can be used
to date impact events, specifically using easily reset isotopic systems, such as K-Ar. However, some details of how argon behaves
during natural shock conditions remain unclear [2-3].
To test this, we conducted 40Ar/39Ar heating experiments on
impact melt and shocked, unmelted maskelynite from the Manicouagan impact structure, Canada. This was compared to previous K-Ar analysis of the target Grenvillian rocks [4]. Manicouagan is an impact into mixed Grenville age gneisses, including
anorthositic rocks, exposed within the central uplift. Manicouagan is a well-established planetary analog, particularly useful
for comparisons with shocked anorthorsites of the lunar highlands.
Results: Single step 40Ar/39Ar ages of impact melt yield an
isochron age of 215.6 ± 0.4 Ma, with a slightly elevated initial
40Ar/36Ar of 305 ±2. Single step 40Ar/39Ar of single grain
maskelynite, show significant scatter, and yield ages between 450
and 600 Ma. Step-heating experiments on maskelynite did not
yield a plateau age, with individual steps ranging from 330 to 590
Ma.
Discussion and Conclusions: Impact melt samples yield a
well-behaved isochron age that is consisted with the U-Pb zircon
age [5] and the (U-Th)/He zircon age [6] of the impact melt. This
supports previous claims that impact melt is the most reliable
sample for determining impact ages.
The maskelynite samples are much more difficult to interpret.
Interestingly, no steps yield ages consistent with the impact age
or the target age The samples do show evidence of partial resetting, however, without independent knowledge of the impact age,
determining the timing of partial resetting from the maskelynite
data alone is difficult.
References: [1] Jourdan, et al., (2009). EPSL, 286, 1-13. [2]
Weirich, J. R. (2011). Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Arizona.
[3] Jesserberg, E. K. and Ostertag, R. (1982). GCA, 46, 14651471. [4] Wolfe, S. H. (1971). JGR 76, 5424-5436 [5] Ramezani,
et al., (2005). Goldschmidt Conference 2005, Moscow, Idaho,
USA. [6] van Soest, M. C., et al., (2011). Geochem. Geophy.
Geosy., 12, 1-8. DOI: 0.1029/2010GC003465
Acknowledgements: Initial field work was supported by the The
Eugene M. Shoemaker Impact Cratering Award to FDW in 2001.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SAMPLE MATERIAL FOR
40Ar/39Ar DATING.
F. N. Lindsay1, J. S. Delaney1, B. D. Turrin2, G. F. Herzog1, J. Park1,3 and
C. C. Swisher III2. 1Rutgers University, Department of Chemistry and
Chemical Biology, NJ, USA. flindsay@rci.rutgers.edu. 2Rutgers University, Earth and Planetary Science, NJ, USA. 3Kingsborough Community
College, Brooklyn, NY 11235, USA.

Introduction: As early as 1972, it was evident that plagioclase
separates were to be preferred over whole rock samples for Ar-Ar
dating of impact events [1]. Yet, mineral separation is infrequently
applied to Ar isotope dating of extraterrestrial materials. Cited obstacles to using mineral separates include relatively limited availability of specimens (most Antarctic meteorites have <100 g of
mass) and the small grain sizes of chondritic feldspars [2]. As a
result, apparent Ar ages, including those used to date the late heavy
bombardment, can refer to whole rock samples, including breccias
and glasses. These sample materials tend to have disturbed, complicated spectra.
Samples: We dated sample materials from the howardite
Kapoeta AMNH4788 that include single crystals, unbrecciated
mafic clasts, breccias and glasses. Details of sample handling can
be found in [3].
Results: Breaking our samples into material type, the range of
Ar plateau ages for separate crystals, unbrecciated mafic clasts,
breccias and glasses are, respectively (±1): 0.63±0.20 4.60±0.23; 4.34±0.01 - 4.47±0.05; 3.33±0.02; 3.09±0.11 4.20±0.11 Ga. The breccia and glass samples have plateau ages
that fall within the broader range of apparent ages for crystalline
material. The unbrecciated mafic clasts fall at the high end of ages
> 4.2 Ga.
Discussion: The single feldspar crystals give the widest range
of plateau ages, and perhaps are the best recorder of Ar resetting
events. The small mass samples (<1.3 mg) of the mafic clasts give
ages that are, both individually and collectively, the most precise.
The breccia ages are both older than and younger than some feldspar grains from within the breccia; they are probably mixtures of
ages from constituent grains. Based on crosscutting relationships
and contrary to observation, we expected the glass to be younger
than all the surrounding materials. The range of glass plateau ages
(1.1 Ga), which is unrelated to extant relict grains [4], is unexpected from a textually continuous vein. Together, these observations render glass as an unreliable material for dating discrete impact events.
Conclusions: Single feldspar crystals and small, unbrecciated
mafic clasts are the optimal materials to date discrete impact
events. If single crystals are too small (mass < 2 µg) a group of
compositionally similar crystals can be measured together. Ar ages
of whole rock, breccia and glass samples used to date impact
events need to be reevaluated by dating small, petrologically constrained crystalline materials. When employing Ar isotope systematics, it is most desirable to use sample materials that give plateau
ages that are consistent with basic stratigraphic principles.
References: [1] Turner, G. et al. 1972. 3rd Lunar and Planetary
Science Conference. pp. 1589–1612. [2] Swindle, T. D. et al. 2014.
40Ar/39Ar ages of impacts involving ordinary chondrite meteorites.
In: Jourdan et. al. (eds) Advances in 40Ar/39Ar Dating. Geological
Society, London, Special Publication 378, 333-347. [3] Lindsay,
F. N., et al. 2015. Earth and Planetary Science Letters 413:208213. [4] Lindsay et al., METSOC 2015 meeting.
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SPATIALLY RESOLVED, CORRELATED VARIATIONS
IN APPARENT 40Ar/39Ar AGES AND Ca/K RATIOS IN
APOLLO 17 IMPACT MELT BRECCIA 77135.
C. M. Mercer,1 K. V. Hodges,1 B. L. Jolliff,2 M. C. van Soest,1 J.A. Wartho,3 and J. R. Weirich4. 1School of Earth and Space
Exploration, Arizona State University (email: cameron.m.mercer
@asu.edu). 2Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and
McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington
University in St. Louis. 3GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean
Research Kiel, Germany. 4Centre for Planetary and Space
Exploration, Western University, London, Ontario.
As part of an interdisciplinary study of the polylithologic
Station 7 boulder at the base of the North Massif in the TaurusLittrow Valley on the Moon [1], Stettler et al. [2-4] reported
40
Ar/39Ar spectra for whole-rock fractions from sample 77135,
generally interpreted to be the youngest impact melt breccia
present in the boulder. The spectra were highly disturbed, with
young apparent ages (ca. 2.17-1.70 Ga) for the low-temperature
(T) steps at the beginning of the experiment rising to older
apparent ages (ca. 3.87-3.79 Ga) for the high-T steps. The
corresponding Ca/K ratios for these release spectra are low (ca.
4-5) for the low-T steps, and higher (ca. 48-119) for the high-T
steps. The simplest interpretation of such spectra is that the low-T
steps reflect partial Ar loss due to one or more reheating events or
prolonged cooling, whereas the higher-T steps more closely
approximate the formation age of the melt. One potential
implication of this interpretation is that any total-gas or wholerock fusion dates, such as those obtained by laser ablation
techniques, would be systematically younger than the formation
age of the melt. We have revisited 77135 with the UV laser
ablation microprobe (UVLAMP) 40Ar/39Ar method and have
found that this is not necessarily the case.
BSE and X-ray element maps were made for 77135,209
using the electron microprobe at Washington University in St.
Louis, and UVLAMP analyses were conducted at Arizona State
University following the methods of [5]. The maps show that K is
highly concentrated in discrete interstitial pockets (typically <100
µm in diameter) scattered throughout the melt matrix. We
specifically targeted these small K-rich domains with cylindrical
laser spots (ca. 110-180 µm in diameter with typical ablated
depths of 40-60 µm) and obtained 40Ar/39Ar dates between ca.
3.56-3.36 Ga and corresponding Ca/K ratios of 26.5-7.9. When
we tried to avoid the K-rich domains (using similar spot sizes),
we obtained a narrow range of dates between ca. 3.77-3.66 Ga
with corresponding Ca/K ratios between 91.2-69.6.
Owing to the small sizes of the K-rich domains compared to
the laser pit sizes required for each analysis, we were not able to
ablate a sample volume containing only the K-rich material.
However, mixtures of the K-rich domains and surrounding
materials have low apparent ages. In contrast, our analyses with
higher Ca/K ratios tend towards the formation age of the melt,
implying that UVLAMP techniques permit us to avoid the
analysis of material that has a tendency to experience preferential
post-crystallization Ar loss.
References: [1] J. A. Minkin et al., (1978). Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, 9, 877-903. [2] A. Stettler et al., (1974).
Earth and Planetary Science Letters, 23, 453-461. [3] A. Stettler
et al., (1975). Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, 6, 771773. [4] A. Stettler et al., (1978). Lunar and Planetary Science
Conference, 9, 1113-1115. [5] C. M. Mercer et al., (2015). Science Advances, 1, e1400050.
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PETROLOGIC EVALUATION OF PRE-CATACLYSM
IMPACTS ON THE MOON.
M. D. Norman1. 1Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian
National University, Canberra ACT 0200 Australia.
E-mail: marc.norman@anu.edu.au.
Introduction: Intriguing indications of a thermal event in the
lunar crust at ~4.2-4.3 Ga has been apparent since the mid1970’s, based on the 40Ar-39Ar [1] and Rb-Sr isotopic systematics
[2] of some highlands breccias. Although the geochronological
significance of some of these data has been questioned [3,4], the
recent demonstration of a 4.2 Ga crystallization age in a lunar
melt rock linked to a basin-scale impact event [5] supports the
idea that the late heavy bombardment was more extended and
more complex than implied by the classical ‘Terminal Cataclysm’
concept. Here we consider some of the petrological
characteristics of lunar samples that record isotopic evidence for
impacts at ~4.2-4.3 Ga with the aim of evaluating the ‘precataclysm’ impact history of the Moon.
Samples
characteristics:
Petrologic
and
isotopic
characteristics of lunar melt rock and breccias are consistent with
a number of large (basin scale?) impact events during the period
3.8-4.0 Ga. The exact number of these events, and their
geological relationships to specific basins, has not been firmly
established, but resolvable differences in 40Ar-39Ar and Rb-Sr
isochron ages among petrologically and geochemically distinct
groups of lunar melt rocks [6,7,8,] are consistent with multiple
events of sufficient size to produce thick melt sheets.
In contrast, aside from the notable exception of sample
67955, which is now interpreted as a brecciated and moderately
annealed melt rock [5], the record of 4.2-4.3 Ga impact events
comes predominantly from metamorphic granulites, fine-grained
to glassy-matrix clasts and fragments, and small volumes of
deformed zircons. Petrological characteristics of these samples
suggest either lower-PT regimes, smaller craters, or preferential
sampling of distal, near-surface environments compared to those
that formed the 3.9 Ga crystralline melt rocks.
Implications: While we now have definitive evidence for
basin-forming impacts on the Moon prior to 3.9 Ga, the samplebased record of older events seems to reflect predominantly
smaller craters or relatively shallow depths of emplacement. At
first glance, this seems inconsistent with models invoking
extensive early gardening of the megaregolith [9] but additional
discussion is warranted. Although the endmember ‘Terminal
Cataclysm’ concept in which all lunar basins formed between
3.8-4.0 Ga [10] is no longer tenable, the impact history of the
Moon and its implications for planetary dynamics remains only
dimly perceived.
References: [1] Schaeffer G. A. and Schaeffer O. A. 1977.
PLSC 8: 2253-2300. [2] Compston W., Foster J. J., and Gray C.
M. 1977. PLSC 8: 2525-2549. [3] Delano J. W. 1977. PLSC 8:
2029-2050. [4] Norman M. D., Duncan R. A. and Huard J. J.
2010. GCA 74: 763-783. [5] Norman M. D. and Nemchin A. A.
2014. EPSL 388: 387-398. [6] Tera F., Papanastassiou D. A., and
Wasserburg G. J. 1974. EPSL 22: 1-21. [7] Jessberger E. K.,
Huneke J. C., Podosek F. A., and Wasserburg G. J. 1974. PLSC
5: 1419-1449. [8] Norman M. D., Dunca R. A., and Huard J. J.
2006. GCA 70: 6032-6049. [9] Hartmann W. K. 2003. MAPS 38,
579-593.
[10]
Ryder
G.
2002.
JGR
107:
10.1029/2001JE001583.
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SOME LESSER-KNOWN LUNAR Ar-Ar AGES AND
IMPLICATIONS. L. E. Nyquist1 1XI/NASA Johnson Space
Center, Houston, TX
77058, USA. E-mail: laurence.e.nyquist@nasa.gov.
Introduction: In this presentation I will draw heavily on ArAr ages produced by colleagues in several collaborative investigations as cited in the reference list. The ages that I consider
“lesser-known” for this writing fall into three categories: (1) Unpublished Ar-Ar ages for Apollo lunar anorthosites and anorthositic lunar meteorites from the JSC laboratory while under the
direction of D. Bogard [1]. Corresponding Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd data from the JSC TIMS laboratory during the same era exist for
most of these ages. (2) Ar-Ar ages that might be considered
“young” compared to the putative time of the “terminal lunar cataclysm” ~3.9-4.0 Ga ago. (3) Ar-Ar ages that might be considered “old” compared to the same time marker. In many cases the
reason why ages in the latter two categories are “lesser-known” is
that their number is small compared to the number of lunar Ar-Ar
ages that do fall into the “lunar cataclysm” interval, as for many
Apollo lunar anorthosites.
Bogard Lab Ages: The brief interpretations that follow are
from D. Bogard [1]. FAN 60025: Completely degassed of 40Ar >
4.14 Ga ago. MAC-88105 W-1 clast: Completely degassed of
40Ar 4.07±0.04 Ga ago, followed by modest heating much later.
FAN 15415: Last ~55% of the 39Ar release give an average age of
3865±32 Ma. Age overlaps the generally accepted ages of the
Imbrium and Serenitatis impacts. FAN 60015: Last ~76% of the
39Ar release give an average age of 3584±27. This age is distinctly younger than the age of the Imbrium impact. FAN 60016: Last
~81% of the 39Ar release give an average age of 3.82±0.08 Ga,
lying within uncertainty of the generally accepted age of Imbrium
of ~3.85 Ga. Troctolite 76335 (plag separate): The Ar-Ar age
spectrum indicates a modest diffusive loss of 40Ar from a rock
that was last fully degassed of its 40Ar >4100 Ma ago. Norite
78236 (plag separate): Above 36% of the 39Ar release eleven extractions give an average age of 4.02±0.03 Ga. FAN 62236: Last
44% of the 39Ar release give an average age of 3.93±0.04 Ga.
FAN 67215: Above ~15% of the 39Ar release the age spectrum
increases steadily from ~3.8 to ~3.9 Ga.
Young Ages: The outstanding example of a young age is that
of 60015 listed above, and presented in more detail by [2]. An
earlier report of a young, ~3.5 Ga age of MIL 090070 anorthositic lunar meteorite [3] is confirmed to be 3520±30 Ma [4]
Old Ages: Old ages reported for anorthositic lunar meteorite
clasts Yamato -86032,116 ((4.36-4.40)±0.04 Ga [5], Dhofar 489
(4.23±0.034 Ga) [6], and Dhofar 908 (4.42±0.04 Ga) [7]
Implications: Preliminary discussions of the implications of
these data have been given [7,8]. Old formation ages seem more
reliably retained among the lunar meteorites. The young ages
confirm continuation of “large” impacts to times later than the
generally accepted age of ~3.85 Ga for Imbrium.
[1] Bogard D. D. 2009. p. comm. [2] Park J. et al. 2010. Abstract #59. Lunar Science Forum. [3] Park J. et al. 2013. Abstract
#2576. 44th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference. [4] Park J.
et al. 2015. This conf. 78th Meteoritical Society Meeting. [5]
Nyquist L. et al. (2006) GCA 70, 5990-6015. [6] Takeda H. et al.
2007. Earth & Planetary Science Letters 247:171-184. [7]
Nyquist L. E. et al. 2010. Abstract #1383. 41st Lunar and Planetary Science Conference. [8] Nyquist L. E. et al. 2011. Abstract
#2368. 42nd Lunar and Planetary Science Conference.
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THE
IMPACT
HISTORY
OF
THE
MOON:
IMPLICATIONS OF NEW HIGH-RESOLUTION U-PB
ANALYSES OF APOLLO IMPACT BRECCIAS.
J. F. Snape1, F. Thiessen1, A. A. Nemchin1,2, J. J. Bellucci1, and
M. J. Whitehouse1. Department of Geosciences, Naturhistoriska
riksmuseet, Box 50007 SE-104 05, Stockholm, Sweden. E-mail:
joshua.snape@nrm.se. 2Department of Applied Geology, Curtin
University, Perth, WA 6845, Australia.
Introduction: Constraining the impact history of the Moon is
a key priority, both for lunar science [1] and also more generally
for our understanding of how this fundamental geologic process
[2] has affected the evolution of planets in the inner solar system.
The Apollo impact breccia samples provide the most direct way
of dating impact events on the Moon. Numerous studies have
dated Apollo samples by multiple different methods with varying
degrees of precision [3]. This has led to a longstanding debate
regarding the presence of a period of intense meteoritic bombardment (e.g. [4-7]). In this study we present the most recent
results of an ongoing project to acquire high precision U-Pb
analyses of Ca-phosphates in a variety of Apollo impact breccias.
Analytical Techniques: Acquisition of backscatter electron
and element maps for each sample was performed with Quanta
650 FEGSEM and accompanying Oxford Instruments energy
dispersive spectroscopy detector at Stockholm University. These
maps were used to identify Ca-phosphate phases for SIMS analyses. The Ca-phosphate U-Pb systems were analysed using a
CAMECA IMS 1280 ion microprobe at the NordSIMS facility at
the Swedish Museum of Natural History, Stockholm, using a
methodology similar to that outlined in previous studies [8].
Results and Discussion: These data allow us to resolve the
signatures of multiple different impact events in samples collected during the Apollo 12, 14 and 17 missions. In particular, the
potential identification of three significant impact events between
~3915-3940 Ma, is indicative of a high rate of meteorite impacts
at this point in lunar history.
A fundamental problem with interpretations of Apollo breccia ages is that the samples originate from the lunar regolith and
do not represent samples of actual bedrock exposures. As such,
although improvements in analytical precision may allow us to
continue identifying new impact signatures, the proposed links
between these signatures and particular impact features remain
highly speculative. This problem will only be truly addressed
with a more focused campaign of lunar exploration and acquisition of additional samples. Nevertheless, recent studies utilising
remote sensing data of the Moon are providing better geologic
context for many of the Apollo samples (e.g. [9-10]) and, consequently, are now providing additional guidance regarding sample
selection.
References: [1] National Research Council. 2007. The scientific
context for exploration of the Moon, National Academies Press. [2]
Melosh H. J. 1989 Impact Cratering: A Geologic Process, Oxford University Press. [3] Stöffler D. et al. 2006. Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry, 60:519-596. [4] Tera F. et al. 1974. Earth and Planetary
Science Letters, 22:1-22. [5] Ryder G. 1990. American Geophysical Union, 71:313-323. [6] Cohen B. A. et al. 2000. Science, 290:1754-1756.
[7] Baldwin R. B. 2006 Icarus, 184:308-318. [8] Nemchin A. A. et al.
2009. Meteoritics & Planetary Science, 44:1717-1734. [9] Hurwitz D.
and Kring D. A. 2015. Abstract #1196. 46th Lunar & Planetary Science
Conference. [10] Spudis P. D. 2015. Abstract #1853. 46th Lunar & Planetary Science Conference.
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RECORD OF THE EARLY IMPACT HISTORY OF THE
EARTH-MOON SYSTEM: TARGETED
GEOCHRONOLOGY OF SHOCKED ZIRCON.
N. E. Timms1, S. M. Reddy1, A. J. Cavosie1, A. A. Nemchin1, M.
L. Grange1, and T. M. Erickson1. 1Curtin University, Perth,
Western Australia. E-mail: n.timms@curtin.edu.au.
Introduction: The early impact history of the Earth-Moon
system can be investigated via microstructural and
geochronological analysis of shocked zircon. Microstructures
that are unequivocally related to impacts in zircon, include
microtwin lamellae [1-6] and the presence of reidite [7,8].
Crystal-plasticity following the shockwave can produce
microstructures such as neoformed, strain-free ‘granules’ [9],
deformation bands, and other dislocation-accommodated lowangle boundaries [1-4,10,11]. Zircons containing these types of
microstructures can survive incorporation into lunar impact melt
breccia and, on Earth, processes such as metamorphism, erosion,
substantial fluvial and glacial transport and lithification
[4,5,12,13]. The physical resilience of shocked zircon
demonstrates its ability to preserve evidence of ancient impact
events, even when lithologic context with the host rock has been
lost.
Best microstructures to target for dating impacts:
Shocked zircon can yield highly heterogeneous U-Pb data [2,14].
Complete resetting of the U-Pb system due to Pb mobility during
grain boundary migration has been demonstrated in grains with
strain-free neoblasts, which can therefore yield impact ages
[15,16]. However, µm-scale neoblasts are susceptible to later Pbloss via volume diffusion [9]. Zircon with other crystal-plastic
microstructures can experience variable degrees of impactrelated Pb-loss via fast-diffusion pathways associated with
dynamic dislocation migration, and have been targeted to resolve
impact ages with varying degrees of success using ion probes
[2,3,10,11]. However, on Earth, crystal-plastic microstructures
can also form tectonically, and need to be reliably linked to
impact events to be used to infer impact ages. Although twin and
reidite lamellae and reidite nanoparticles are the only irrefutable
impact-related microstructures, they are too fine-scale to target
by precise ion probe U-Pb analysis without avoiding volumeaveraging effects by surrounding host material. Consequently,
age-resetting associated with these microstructures remains
inadequately tested, and dating these features presents challenges
for new and future technologies and approaches for dating.
References: [1] Timms N. E. et al. 2012. Meteoritics &
Planet. Sci. 47: 120-141. [2] Grange M. L. et al. 2013. Geochim.
et Cosmo. Acta. 101: 112-132. [3] Moser D. E. et al. 2011. Can.
J. of Earth Sci. 48: 117-139. [4] Erickson T. M. et al. 2013. Am.
Min. 98: 53-65. [5] Thomson O. A. et al. 2014. Geol. Soc. of Am.
Bull. 126: 720-737. [6] Crow C. A. et al., 2015. Abstract #2470.
46th Lunar & Planetary Science Conference. [7] Wittmann A. et
al. 2006. Meteoritics & Planet. Sci. 41: 433-454. [8] Cavosie A.
J. et al. 2015. Geology. 43: 315-318. [9] Schmieder M. et al.
2015. Geochim. et Cosmo. Acta. In press. [10] Moser D. E. et al.
2009. Earth and Planet. Sci. Lett. 277: 73-79. [11] Nemchin A.
A. et al. 2009. Nat. Geosci. 2: 133-136. [12] Cavosie A. J. et al.,
2010. Geol. Soc. of Am. Bull. 122: 1968-1980. [13] Pincus, M. R.
et al., 2014. 2014 GSA Annual Meeting in Vancouver, British
Columbia. [14] Kamo et al. 1996. Earth and Planet. Sci. Lett.
144: 369-387. [15] Moser D. E. et al. 1997. Geology. 25: 7-10.
[16] Cavosie A. J. et al. 2011. Abstract #2190. 42nd Lunar &
Planetary Science Conference.
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EARLY LUNAR CRATERING AND A REALITY CHECK
ON EFFORTS TO DIRECTLY AGE-DATE MAGMA
OCEAN CRYSTALLIZATION.
P. H. Warren Dept. Earth, Planetary & Space Sciences, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095 USA. E-mail: pwarren@ucla.edu.
For decades a key goal of lunar science has been to use isotopic methods to constrain the timing of earliest lunar crustal
genesis, and in particular the age of igneous crystallization of the
ferroan anorthosites (FA), which seem uniquely plausible as
magma ocean (MO) flotation cumulates. That FA should be the
oldest lunar rock type, older even than even the oldest Mg-suite
cumulate, is often portrayed as a key test of the MO hypothesis
[e.g., 1]. However, such discussions typically, conveniently, ignore the significant potential for measured isochron ages for such
ancient lunar rocks to represent not igneous crystallization but
long, slow cooling to a closure temperature (TC) far below the
rock’s solidus. Cooling was generally slow because the entire
crust had to cool simultaneously, and because most of the upper
lunar crust was probably a porous megaregolith, with vacuous
porosity that made this material act as a strongly insulating thermal blanket. Warren et al. [2] addressed this problem 24 years
ago. Here, I update and extend their modeling, and attempt to
make more explicit (less easily ignored) the profound cautionary
implications for interpretation of ancient lunar rock ages.
Arguably the diffusion rates assumed in some of the TC modeling of [2] should be revised downward in light of newer data [3,
4]. However, diffusion is usually faster in natural, impure crystals
(with their greater abundance of point defects) than in the pure
synthetics used for lab studies. Also, extended defects such as
fractures/dislocations can act as diffusion shortcuts. As typically
“cataclastic” materials, FA minerals presumably have very high
extended-defect abundances; cf. Nord’s [5] finding of frequent
subgrain-boundary-linked reversed zoning. For the extremely
slow cooling expected for typical MO-crustal cumulates, 850ºC
appears conservative as an estimate for TC for Nd isotopes.
Meanwhile, evidence for an extensive and porous
megaregolith has been greatly amplified by the results from
GRAIL: Wieczorek et al. [6] estimate that porosity in the whole
crust averages 12%. Assuming this basic structure developed early, and that porosity was at least mildly concentrated toward the
surface, for present purposes the models of [2] with 10 km of
megaregolith are most relevant. Also, allowing for tidal heating,
the U = 24 ng/g models are probably most relevant. As examples,
then, of the updated results, I expect 75% of the volume of the
oldest crust to take more than 60 Ma to cool to TC (850ºC); and
90% to take more than 30 Ma. Depth of origin (and the regional
megacratering history and time of excavation to a shallower level) may be key in determining an ancient lunar rock’s apparent
age. Since constraints on depth of origin are almost non-existent,
by conservative estimation, these results effectively mean that
true upward uncertainty in any very ancient (4.35-4.5 Ga) lunar
igneous crystallization age is never less than about 50 Ma.
References: [1] Borg L. E. et al. 2015. MaPS 50:715-732.
[2] Warren P. H. et al. 1991. JGR 96:5909-5923. [3] Cherniak D.
J. and Dimanov A. 2010. Rev. Min. 72:641-690. [4] Cherniak D.
2010. Rev. Min. 72:691-733. [5] Nord G. L., Jr. 1983. Workshop
on Pristine Highlands Rocks and Early History of the Moon, 6263. [6] Wieczorek M. A. et al. 2013. Science 339:671-675.
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